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WEST MICHIGAN VIEWPOINT
1995 AND 1996 EMPLOYMENT FORECAST FOR WEST MICHIGAN
George A. Erickcek
The national economy grew at a robust 4.0 percent in 
1994, well above what most forecasters had predicted a 
year earlier. The year's economic performance also put an 
end to what economists had been calling a jobless recovery. 
During the first eleven quarters of the recovery—first quar 
ter of 1991 to fourth quarter of 1993—2.15 million jobs 
were created nationwide, an average of fewer than 200,000 
jobs per quarter. During the four quarters of 1994, however, 
2.41 million new jobs were added, an average of over 
600,000 jobs per quarter. The national unemployment rate 
fell from 6.7 percent in January to 5.4 percent in December 
of 1994.
The year's economic performance was also outstanding 
because, despite strong output growth, prices remained fairly 
stable. Inflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, 
rose just 2.7 percent in the twelve-month period ending in 
December of 1994.
Looking toward next year, the probability of 1994's per 
formance being repeated in 1995 is very low, however. 
Today's economy is facing a multitude of new economic 
speed bumps created by last year's stellar performance. First, 
many regions, including West Michigan, are facing serious 
labor shortages. Businesses are having greater difficulty in 
hiring qualified workers and are finding it increasingly nec 
essary to spend additional training dollars to overcome train 
ing and education deficiencies of their new hires and existing 
workers. Wage rates are also beginning to rise. At the same 
time, many workers, as shown in the recent strikes at General 
Motors, are growing tired of working long hours, even when 
compensated with overtime pay. The average hours per week 
for production workers remained at historical levels for the 
entire year.
Second, many key industries now face severe capacity 
constraints, even though business investment in machines 
and equipment soared at a 17.6 percent annual rate for the 
year. Insufficient production capacities for basic industrial 
materials, such as steel and polymers, have pushed raw mate 
rial prices up, triggering further price increases in the pro 
duction process. Global competition, increased use of cost- 
saving equipment and machinery, bold cuts in the ranks of 
middle management, and a strong stubbornness against 
accepting higher prices from suppliers, as seen especially in 
the auto industry, have kept a lid on rising prices throughout 
1994. However, most analysts agree that this lid's seal is 
wearing thin.
The bottom line is that the rate of economic growth in 
1994 cannot be repeated without accelerating inflation. The 
Federal Reserve Board (Fed), accepting the prudent role of 
economic speed cop, found it had little choice but to bump up 
short-term interest rates in an attempt to cool the nation's 
economic pace to a more sustainable level, which is gener 
ally accepted as being approximately 2.5 percent. Over the 
past twelve months, the Fed doubled the carefully watched 
federal funds rate, the rate banks charge each other for over 
night loans, from 3 percent to 6 percent.
Most forecasters are now calling for the national economy 
to grow between 2.4 and 2.8 percent in 1995. But, before we 
discuss next year's forecast, it is important to revisit last 
year's forecast and try to learn from our mistakes.
LAST YEAR'S FORECAST: FAR TOO TIMID
Like most forecasters, we were surprised by last year's 
robust growth. Last February, we forecasted total employ 
ment in the West Michigan metropolitan region would grow 
by 1.6 percent in 1994, matching 1993's increase. As shown 
in Chart 1, we were clearly too pessimistic; employment 
grew a stronger 2.6 percent for the year. The source of our 
error was clearly in the region's goods-producing sector,
Chart 1 
Last Year's Forecast: Too Timid





where our modest I. I percent growth estimate was far short 
of the 3.5 percent actual rise. On the other hand, our esti 
mate of employment growth in the area's service-producing 
sectors was right on target. Our government estimate was 
not only off but in the wrong direction.
True to the old adage "when business is bad partners 
argue," we believe the greater part of last year's forecasting 
error can be blamed on the national forecast we used in our 
model. The University of Michigan's Research Seminar of 
Quantitative Economics (RSQE) forecasted the economy to 
grow at a more modest 2.4 percent in 1994, much lower 
than its actual 4.0 percent burst. But in all fairness, RSQE 
did no worse than any of the other national forecasters. In 
fact, RSQE's forecasting record is among the nation's best.
Chart 2 
West Michigan Regional Forecast







More damaging for our regional forecast, however, was 
RSQE's underprediction of the 1994 auto production level. 
Their 1994 forecast called for 14.0 million unit sales of cars 
and light trucks, which was 8.5 percent below the actual 
15.3 million unit sales. For West Michigan, with its exten 
sive auto supplier industry, this underestimation alone was 
enough to lead our 1994 forecast of goods-producing 
employment growth astray.
1995 AND 1996 WEST MICHIGAN FORECAST
National Assumptions
As in past years, we incorporate the University of Michi 
gan's RSQE forecast into our regional model. The 1995 and
1996 RSQE forecast calls for continued but slowing growth 
in both years. Their forecast assumes the following.
• The Federal Reserve will increase short-term interest 
rates to 6-1/4 percent by Spring and then hold short- 
term rates at that level for the rest of 1995 and through 
1996.
• The economies of our major trading partners will con 
tinue to improve in the coming two years.
• Federal government expenditures will rise by 4.5 per 
cent in fiscal 1995 and a further 5.0 percent in fiscal
1996. The federal deficit is expected to stay at 2.2 per 
cent of national output.
The RSQE forecast calls for the nation's Gross Domestic 
Product to grow at a modest 2.4 percent in 1995 and at an 
even slower 2.1 percent rate in 1996. Unemployment will 
rise slightly, but remain around 6.0 percent. Housing starts 
will be down from last year's levels, as mortgage rates are 
forecasted to average 9.6 percent for the year; however, car 
sales are expected to remain at a solid 15 million unit rate in 
1995. Finally, inflation is forecasted to grow at a 3.1 percent 
rate in 1995 and a higher 3.6 percent in 1996.
West Michigan
Driven by another good auto year and a rebounding 
office furniture industry, we are forecasting a solid 1.7 per 
cent increase in total employment in the West Michigan 
metropolitan region, as shown in Chart 2. Employment 
growth in the area's goods-producing sector will not match 
the unsustainable 3.5 percent gain recorded in 1994, grow 
ing a more moderate 0.8 percent. Employment in the 
region's larger service-producing sector is expected to 
nearly match last year's strong performance. Government 
employment is also expected to rise.
Chart 3 
Benton Harbor MSA Employment Forecast







Charts 3 through 5 present our employment forecasts for 
each of the three metropolitan areas in West Michigan. In 
general, all of the urban areas are expected to experience 
positive employment growth in the coming two years.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The first question that must be asked of all forecasts is 
what would be the most likely reasons for them to err. The 
forecasters at RSQE quickly point out that the major factor 
of uncertainty in their national forecast is whether the Fed 
eral Reserve will be able to hold prices stable without 
throwing the overall economy into a downturn. Most
national forecasts, including RSQE, count on the Fed suc 
cessfully piloting the economy to a "soft landing" in 1995. 
The Fed has attempted such approaches in the past; how 
ever, due to faulty data readings and unforeseen changes in 
economic pressures, the touchdowns have been rocky, at 
best. Today is no different. Because of uncertainty regarding 
the time lags necessary for the Fed's previous interest rate 
hikes to impact the national economy, as well as numerous 
questions about the quality of key national data series such 
as capacity utilization estimates, it is extremely hard for fed 
eral policy makers to determine when enough is enough. It 
is reasonable to assume, however, that given Alan 
Greenspan's keen interest in keeping inflation under control, 
there is a greater chance for the Fed to push too hard, send 
ing the economy on an unforeseen downward trajectory, 
than there is for the Fed to let up too soon and allow infla 
tionary fires to continue to burn.
Chart 4 
Grand Rapids-Muskekgon-Holland MSA Forecast







On the local front, the greatest threat to the forecast is, of 
course, unforeseen changes in the health of major firms and 
industries in the region. The auto supplier industry appears
rock solid. The region is fortunate to have the production 
facilities of some of the best auto suppliers, worldwide, 
including Benteler, Donnelly, Gentex, Nippondenso, Prince, 
and SPX. The area's furniture industry appears to be 
expanding except for isolated layoffs such as those recently 
announced at the Knoll Group and Interkal. Other key firms 
such as Upjohn, Kellogg, and Howmet are expected to 
maintain stable employment levels in 1995.
Chart 5 
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek MSA Employment Forecast




Forecast D 1996 Forecast
Finally, the forecast may be at fault for not adequately 
measuring the negative impact of the labor constraint facing 
many regional firms. The slower general growth in the econ 
omy will ease some of the labor market pressure; however, 
it will still remain a significant problem for firms, especially 
in Holland, Grand Rapids, and Kalamazoo.
Forecasters tend to be a nervous lot, are always ready 
with reasons why their forecast may go astray, and seem to 
have a negative bias. We are no different. It is important, 
then, to close by restating the good news: employment 




The nation's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew 4.0 
percent in 1994, its best growth rate since 1984. The year 
closed with a rally, as GDP expanded at a robust 4.6 percent 
annual rate during the fourth quarter. It was the year's stron 
gest quarterly performance. With regional labor shortages, 
rising commodity prices, and record-high production levels, 
it comes as no surprise that in January the Federal Reserve 
bumped up short-term interest rates once again.












For six straight quarters, the national economy has been 
racing past the generally accepted, noninflationary annual 
growth rate of 2.5 percent. If the nation's economy exceeds 







Coincident indicator A f\\
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A reading above 50 Indicates that the manufacturing economy Is generally expand 
ing, while a reading below 50 Indicates that It Is generally declining.
Others argue differently, however, and suggest that the 
speed limit should be raised. Throughout this expansion, 
firms have relentlessly struggled to keep productivity and 
product quality high through downsizing, reorganizing pro 
duction, and buying new equipment. In 1994, productivity 
grew a strong 2.2 percent, well above 1993's rate of 1.5 per 
cent. This gain is even more exceptional given that it was 
achieved so late in the expansion; productivity tends to rise 
sharply at the start of a recovery but then slow in the later 
stages. Indeed, the rate of productivity growth fell in the 
fourth quarter, rising at a 1.8 percent annual rate compared 
to its 3.2 percent jump in the third quarter.
Latest readings of the leading economic indicators offer 
little evidence that the economy is slowing. The National 
Association of Purchasing Managers' Composite Index, 
which monitors manufacturing activity, stood at 57.9 per 
cent in January, well above the 50 percent mark that indi 
cates an expanding manufacturing sector. Moreover, the 
government's Index of Leading Economic Indicators was 
also up in December for its fourteenth gain in seventeen 
months.
Change in Nonfarm Business Inventories and Percent
Change in the Ratio of Inventories 
to Final Sales of Goods and Structures
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Still, fourth-quarter inventory numbers suggest that the 
economy could be tiring. The value of nonfarm inventories 
rose another $68 billion (1987 dollars) in the fourth quarter, 
on top of substantial increases in the previous two quarters. 
Earlier, stockpiles were discounted by most as evidence of 
retailers and wholesalers simply stocking up for the holiday 
shopping blitz. However, this quarter's buildup suggests that 
the Christmas season may not have met expectations; as a 
result, future factory orders may slow as retailers attempt to 
unload unwanted goods. On the positive side, consumers 
may find some bargains, and inflationary pressures may ease 
in the coming months as retailers cut prices to move their 
merchandise. Overall, the ratio of inventories to final sales 
of goods and structures has not increased.
LABOR MARKETS
Over 411,000 individuals entered the nation's labor force 
in January, pushing the national unemployment rate up by 
0.3 percentage points to 5.7 percent. In the two previous 
months combined, fewer than 80,000 new job seekers 
joined the workforce. Still, the jump in the jobless rate was 
the largest rise since January of last year, when the nation's 
unemployment statistics were significantly revised.
Nonfarm Employment and Change 
in Average Weekly Hours
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In addition to the large influx of new job seekers, only 
134,000 jobs were created in January, about half the pace of 
previous months and the smallest gain in over a year. Still, 
the nation's manufacturers kept hiring as factory payrolls 
increased by 39,000 jobs in January, and the factory work 
week was unchanged, remaining at a historically high 42.2 
hours. Although the latest jump in the unemployment rate
Productivity and Unit Labor Costs











and sluggish job growth may suggest that the national econ 
omy is slowing down slightly, the nation's unemployment 
rate remains below 6 percent, which many economists argue 
is the lowest rate that can be sustained without inflation 
accelerating.
In 1994, gains in productivity kept unit labor costs in 
check, while unit nonlabor payments rose 3.4 percent. Nev 
ertheless, unit labor costs have been on the rise as productiv 
ity growth has waned in recent quarters. Rising unit labor 
costs combined with the increase in nonlabor payments 
fuels concerns among analysts that cost-push price pres 
sures may be building.
With employers facing tight labor markets in many 
regions of the nation, including West Michigan, it is becom 
ing increasingly important to understand who the unem 
ployed are. Young adults make up a large percentage of the 
unemployed, with unemployment rates three times greater 
than the overall average. In December, 16-19-year-olds 
accounted for 18 percent of the unemployed workforce, 
while making up just 6 percent of the civilian labor force. 
Youthful workers are expected to experience longer periods 
of unemployment under all conditions as they test different 
career options.
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Nearly half of the unemployed are job losers, while 
another one-third are individuals who are reentering the 
workforce. Less than 10 percent of the unemployed are 
either new entrants or job leavers. Overall, many of those 
currently unemployed have a strong probability of finding 
employment rather quickly. At the same time, however, 
about one out of five unemployed persons has been without 
a job for over six months. For a sizable share of the job los 
ers or reentrants, the lack of current job skills may hinder 
their job search even in today's tight market.
INFLATION AND INTEREST RATES
The strong fourth-quarter statistics were enough to cause 
the Federal Reserve (Fed) to raise short-term interest rates 
an additional 50 basis points at the end of January. The fed 
eral fund target rate now stands at 6 percent, double what it 
was in February of last year. Major banks were quick to 
push their prime interest rates up to 9 percent in response to 
the Fed's action.
Price Indexes
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Conflicting statistics and new concerns about the accu 
racy of price indexes have made the Fed's goal of maintain 
ing price stability more difficult. The producer price index 
rose 0.2 percent in January, excluding the more volatile food 
and energy prices. For all of 1994, producer prices rose just 
1.7 percent, suggesting near stable conditions.
The commodity price index prepared by the National 
Association of Purchasing Managers (NAPM), through a 
monthly survey of the nation's purchasing managers, tells a 
more disturbing tale, however. According to this much- 
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The major difference between the two indexes is that the 
producer price index monitors changes in the "list" prices of 
intermediate goods, while the NAPM index monitors the
prices of commodities net seller discounts. Most intermedi 
ate products are sold with a discount; hence, if the seller dis 
counts are diminishing, the NAPM index would show rising 
prices while the producer index would show no change.
Long-Term Capital Rates
Percent, annual rate 
11
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Moreover, the consumer price index, which increased at a 
moderate 2.8 percent during the twelve-month period end 
ing in January, may be overestimating the rate of inflation. 
The concern lies in whether the index properly accounts for 
quality improvements. The price of today's standard per 
sonal computer, for example, cannot be directly compared to 
the price of a new computer five years ago because of the 
dramatic improvements that have been made in the product.
Yield Curves
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The Fed's push on short-term interest rates was favorably 
received by both the stock and bond markets. Long-term 
bond prices have stabilized, and the yield curve has flattened.
For money watchers, the Fed's latest interest rate adjust 
ment is just window dressing for a significant tightening of 
the money supply. The growth in Ml, which includes all 
currency and checking accounts, slowed to a crawl at 0.9 
percent over the six-month period ending this January. Last 
year, Ml increased 8.7 percent during the same period. M2, 
which is composed of principally Ml plus savings accounts, 
actually declined 0.1 percent during the six-month period 
ending in November.
CONSUMER SPENDING
Consumers flocked to the household furniture and appli 
ance stores to do their Christmas shopping this year. Con 
sumer expenditures on durable goods rose at a remarkable 
20.3 percent annual rate in the fourth quarter of 1994, and 
expenditures on furniture and appliances soared at a 20.1 
percent annual rate. Moreover, car and light truck sales grew 
at an average annual rate of 15.4 million units in the quarter.
Growth in Consumer Spending 
(seasonally adjusted)
Percent, annual rate 
40
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In 1994, car and light truck sales reached 15.3 million 
units for the year, up 8.4 percent over last year. Combined, 
the Big Three automakers boasted record profits for 1994. 
General Motors earned $4.9 billion for the year; Chrysler 
tallied annual earnings of $3.7 billion; and Ford reported 
earnings of $5.3 billion.
Consumer Debt
Actual change from preceding quarter 
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Forecasters are still predicting 1995 to be another good 
car year. Consumer confidence is still strong, although slip 
ping somewhat according to The Conference Board. Its 
Index of Consumer Confidence edged down from 103.4 to 
102.1 in January, and plans for durable goods purchases fell. 
Demand conditions are still strong, given that the average 
car on the road is about nine years old.
Rising interest rates and substantial price increases on 
some of the industry's best-selling models are pushing many 
vehicles out of the reach of consumers, however. The aver 
age price of a car is now over $20,000, which exceeds 50 
percent of the median household income. Twenty years ago, 
the average price of a car was approximately one-third of the 
median household income for the nation.
Motor Vehicle Sales 
(average annual rates)
Millions of unite 
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Consumer spending for services and for nondurable 
goods, such as clothing and food, was not nearly as robust in 
the fourth quarter. Consumer expenditures for apparel rose at 
a respectable 7.6 percent annual rate, while food purchases 
rose at a 3.3 percent annual pace. Overall, consumer expen 
ditures for services and nondurable goods rose at a 2.1 and 
3.3 percent annual rate, respectively, during the fourth quar 
ter.
Fourth-quarter consumer activity was supported by a sub 
stantial growth in real income. Real disposable income 
increased at a strong 7.4 percent annual rate in the fourth 
quarter, well above the 3.1 percent rate recorded in the previ 
ous quarter. Still, consumer debt makes up nearly 20 percent 
of disposable personal income. Although consumer debt is 
higher than it was a couple of years ago, the ability of house 
holds to carry this added loan debt has improved due to the 
massive refinancing of home mortgages at lower rates that 
occurred in 1993 and the first half of 1994.
INVESTMENT
While rising interest rates have definitely caught the 
attention of businesses, they seem to be having little effect 
on current investment decision making. The relentless pres 
sure on businesses to remain competitive by increasing pro 
ductivity and lowering operating costs is countering the 
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During the fourth quarter, business spending for 
machines and equipment increased at a robust 18.2 percent 
annual rate, similar to the the strong 18.1 percent annual 
pace recorded in the previous quarter. Spending on comput 
ers and peripheral equipment soared at a 40 percent annual 
rate in the fourth quarter. Businesses also defied rising inter 
est rates and increased their expenditures for buildings and
Plant and Equipment Expenditures 
(seasonally adjusted)









other structures. During the fourth quarter, business spend 
ing for structures rose at a strong 9.0 percent annual average 
rate.
Residential construction, on the other hand, has been 
strongly impacted by rising interest rates. During the fourth 
quarter, it grew at a slow 0.7 percent annual rate, after 
declining at a large 6.0 percent annual rate in the third quar 
ter. It would have fallen in the fourth quarter if not for mild 
weather. Single-family construction took the biggest hit, 
falling at a 9.6 percent average annual rate.
New home sales declined in December for the second 
month in a row. Sales dropped 0.6 percent in December, fol 
lowing a revised decline of 9.6 percent during November. 
For the year, however, new home sales rose 0.6 percent to 
670,000, the most since 676,000 were sold in 1988.
Nonresidential Investment Composition
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While companies are investing in new computers and 
equipment, they are also investing in their workforce. Prod 
uct demand for some industries may slow in 1995, but the 
demands on their workforce will not. The U.S. Department 
of Commerce estimates that corporations spent $36 billion 
on education and training in 1994, up 5.6 percent over 1993 
levels. Of course, the two types of capital investment (phys 
ical and human) are interrelated, as workers must be trained 
to operate the new machinery and computers. Moreover, in 
many regions such as West Michigan, which are facing tight 
labor markets, more and more companies are finding it nec 
essary to offer basic skills training to their new hires as well 
as to many of their long-term employees.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The nation's trade deficit shrank in the fourth quarter. 
Exports grew at a strong 20.1 percent annual rate in the 
quarter, while imports increased at a lesser 12.8 percent 
annual rate. Overall, the trade imbalance of all goods and 
services rose from $73.9 billion in 1993 to $114.2 billion 
(1987 dollars) in 1994. The nation continues to run a trade 
surplus in services of over $50 billion. It is swamped by the 
flood of imported goods, however. Merchandise made up 
86.3 percent of the nation's imports, but only 76.3 percent 
of exports.
U.S. Trade in Goods and Services 
(seasonally adjusted)
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The continuation of the trade deficit is rather dishearten 
ing, given the significant efforts firms are making to achieve 
global competitiveness. However, not all of the nation's 
trade imbalance is negative. Nearly 30 percent of the 
nation's merchandise imports are capital goods that enhance 
domestic productivity. Just over 15 percent of our imports 
are industrial supplies and materials, which is the direct 
result of our own producers being unable to keep up with 
domestic demand. The nation's steel mills are operating at or 
near full capacity, for example. In addition, imports of indus 
trial supplies and materials aid in keeping prices of domestic 
producers under control.
The nation's trade deficit also reflects the fact that the 
United States has simply outpaced the economies of our 
major trading partners. Since the first quarter of 1991, U.S. 
industrial output has grown by over 13 percent, while indus 
trial production in Germany and Japan has not yet 
rebounded to 1991 first-quarter levels.
Market forces are also working to close the widening 
gap, but they take time. The fall of the greenback relative to 
the Japanese yen, German mark, and most of the other cur 
rencies of our major trading partners is already reducing the 
price competitiveness of foreign-made goods. In 1994, the
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dollar fell 10 percent relative to the yen. The decline of the 
dollar also makes our exports cheaper. Finally, the fall of the 
dollar is adding upward pressure to domestic interest rates 
offered to foreign investors to offset the decline in value of 
dollar-based assets. In turn, higher interest rates, due to their 
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Finally, the nation's trade picture is hurt by recent cur 
rency declines in both Canada and Mexico. The rapid 
plunge of the Mexican peso and the more long-term decline 
of the Canadian dollar have limited export potential in two 
of the nation's larger export markets.
MICHIGAN ECONOMY
Total employment in Michigan grew by 0.9 percent dur 
ing the final quarter of 1994. Economic indicators point to 
further job gains in the coming months; however, labor sup 
ply constraints may thwart business efforts to expand in sev 
eral of the state's faster-growing metropolitan areas.
Michigan led the other Great Lakes states and the entire 
country in employment growth during the twelve-month 
period ending in November. During this period, Michigan 
employers created 82,000 jobs, an increase of 3.7 percent, 
which was well above the national employment percentage 
increase of 2.0.
Percent Change in Total Employment 
November 1993 to November 1994
workweek of 45.5 hours, compared to the national average 
of 42.2 hours.
Just over 260,000 vehicles drove off Michigan's automo 
bile assembly lines in December, up just 1.5 percent from 
last year's production levels. The state has maintained an 
approximate 28 percent share of U.S. auto production for the 
last twelve months. In order to achieve this level of produc 
tion, the state's auto assembly workers have been putting in, 
on average, 50-hour workweeks.
The long hours have taken their toll, however. At the Gen 
eral Motors AC Delco Flint East plant, 6,700 workers struck 
in January. The workers were back on the job in four days, 
but not before the strike idled workers at eleven other Gen 
eral Motors plants. In addition to excessive overtime, the
Each figure represents an emporyment addition of 20,000 workers Manufacturing Employment and Earnings 
(not seasonally adjusted)
Once again, the state's auto-dominated manufacturing 
sector provided the driving force behind the state's substan 
tial job growth. From the fourth quarter of 1993 to the 
fourth quarter of 1994, manufacturing employment grew 5.7 
percent in the state, far surpassing the national percentage 
increase of 2.5 percent. Moreover, the state's production 
workers are logging in longer hours. In the fourth quarter of 
























































































labor dispute also concerned GM's efforts to outsource pro 
duction to independent suppliers.
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The falling value of the dollar relative to other major cur 
rencies has provided the Big Three automakers with a major 
price advantage over their foreign competitors. A troubling 
question is whether they would remain competitive in a 
strong dollar environment. According to a recent study pre 
pared by Anderson Consulting and reported in Autoworld, 
the answer may be negative because U.S. auto producers are 
burdened with too many defective parts from their suppliers. 
According to the study, auto producers bear 6,100 defects 
per 1 million parts from their suppliers in the United States, 
compared to only 900 defects per million parts in Japan. For 
tunately, due to an effective internal inspection process in 
their assembly plants, the Big Three have apparently been 
able to catch the defects before the car drives out of the plant. 
Owners of U.S. vehicles logged only 263 complaints per








million parts, which is just slightly over the 193 complaints 
registered by Japanese car owners.
The year ended with strong employment growth in Mich 
igan. Goods-producing employment rose 1.4 percent (see 
page 14), due in part to a 2.9 percent jump in construction 
employment that occurred despite higher interest rates and 
the resulting decline in the number of dwellings put under 
construction. Employment in manufacturing rose 1.2 per 
cent. Employment in the state's private service-producing 
sector also rose in the quarter by 0.8 percent. Strong gains in 
services and retail trade more than offset an employment 
decline in finance, insurance, and real estate. Finally, 
employment in the state's governmental sector was up 0.5 
percent during the quarter.
Percentage Change in Retail Sales 
from 12 Months Ago
Percent Change from 12 months ago 
30
January 1990 January 1991 January 1992 January 1993 January 1994
East North Central Michigan Detroit-Ann Arbor CMSA
January 1990 January 1991 January 1992 January 1993 January 1994
The state's unemployment rate dropped a full percentage 
point to 4.7 percent in the fourth quarter, allowing Michigan 
to join the selective club of states with below-average unem 
ployment rates. Wisconsin, Indiana, and Ohio are already 
members. To assist state firms in their struggle to find tech 
nical workers and engineers, the State Job Commission has 
been placing job advertisements in newspapers across the 
United States, targeting California in particular.
Employment conditions should at least hold steady in the 
coming months, according to statewide economic indicators. 
The state's Index of Leading Indicators rose 3.1 percent in 
the fourth quarter, and Detroit's and West Michigan's Help- 
Wanted Indexes also increased. Average weekly hours of 
production workers increased 1.6 percent in the quarter, 
while the number of initial claims for unemployment insur 
ance fell 7.6 percent.
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WEST MICHIGAN ECONOMY
The employment outlook for the West Michigan metro 
politan areas remains positive for the current and next 
quarter, despite the region's tight labor market. The overall 
unemployment rate for the three metropolitan areas 
dropped to 4.0 percent. Total employment is forecasted to 
grow 0.6 percent during the current quarter.
Total employment in the region increased a full 1 percent 
in the final quarter of 1994. Job gains were reported across 
all major industrial sectors except construction trades, 
which were burdened by higher interest rates and a resulting 
11.8 percent decline in the number of dwelling units put 
under contract for the quarter. Manufacturing employment 
was up another 1.3 percent. Over the past four quarters, 
manufacturing employment has increased a remarkable 4.5 
percent, with no decline in the average length of the work 
week: 43.4 hours in the final quarter.
Our third-quarter forecast for employment growth under 
estimated the robust fourth-quarter job gains in the region. 
Our employment forecast for private service-producing 
employment was right on target; however, we clearly under 
estimated employment growth in the region's goods-pro 
ducing sector and were even in the wrong direction for 
government employment. One major reason for our fore 
cast error is an overestimation of the impact of two 
announced plant closings in the Benton Harbor area. We
Michigan Metropolitan Areas
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forecasted employment to increase just 0.1 percent in the 
area, when in fact employment climbed by a strong 1.3 per 
cent.
West Michigan's tight labor market has altered the 
expansion plans of several of the area's larger employers. 
Fortunately, in order to tap into the underutilized labor mar 
kets in West Michigan, Herman Miller, JSJ Plastics, and 
Donnelly Corporation opted to build their new facilities in 
the rural areas of Ludington, Hart, and Newaygo, respec 
tively, just outside of the region's metro counties. Haworth, 
on the other hand, has broadened its search for a new loca 
tion to include other states.
For firms that want to expand their workforce at their 
existing facilities, the options are clear: offer higher wages 
or richer benefit packages or increase search activities by 
advertising in neighboring communities. Most firms are 
very reluctant to accept a third option: lower skill require 
ments of new workers.
Regional economic indicators point to further 
employment growth in West Michigan during the coming 
months, despite the tight labor market. The Index of Help- 
Wanted Advertising rose 5.3 percent in the fourth quarter, 
and the region's Index of Leading Indicators increased 3.2 
percent.
Our forecast calls for total employment in the three met 
ropolitan areas to increase a further 0.7 percent in the cur 
rent quarter and by 0.6 percent in the second quarter of 
1995. Employment gains are foreseen in both the area's 
goods- and private service-producing sectors.
Major Economic Developments
Battle Creek Area
Grand Trunk could cut 119 workers at its Battle Creek facility if its 
restructuring plan is approved by the federal Interstate Commerce Com 
mission.
The Kellogg Company announced plans for a $15 million cereal 
museum that could attract up to 400,000 visitors annually.
Benton Harbor Area
Zenith Data Systems announced that it will eliminate 85 jobs at its 
St. Joseph facility.
Grand Rapids Area
Steelcase is rehiring approximately 500 workers.
Haworth is looking outside of West Michigan to locate a new $30 
million production facility that could employ 300 to 400 workers due to 
a shortage of workers in the area.
Knoll Group announced that it will lay off 146 workers at its Kent- 
wood plant.
Troy-based Handleman Company agreed to buy Levy Music and 
Video, eliminating 300 local jobs.
H.H. Cutler, an apparel firm, closed its Sparta facility, eliminating 
139 jobs.
Donnelly Corporation will cut between 25 and 75 positions as part of 
a corporate restructuring move.
Kalamazoo Area
James River announced it is eliminating 145 jobs.
Kalamazoo City Commissioners approved the preliminary plans of 
the Arboretum, a residential development that could contain over 1,000 
dwelling units.
Interkal is laying off up to 120 workers.
Muskegon
JSJ Plastics announced plans to build a new plant in Hart (Oceana 
County) that could employ up to 200 workers.
Teledyne Vehicle Systems Tech Center in Norton Shores has laid off 
50 workers.
The Knoll Group let go 70 temporary workers.
Michigan Department of Transportation approved a $505,000 engi 
neering grant for the completion of the northern section of the Shoreline 
Drive in downtown Muskegon.
Cole's Quality Foods abandoned its proposed multi-million dollar 
expansion plant that would have included a public plaza development on 
the lakeshore.
West Michigan Employment Forecasts
Fourth-quarter performance







































































NOTE: Individual areas may not sum to total due to rounding.
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Michigan (Statewide) Statistics










Transportation & pub. utilities
Wholesale trade
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SOURCES: W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems Com 
pany, Detroit help-wanted index from The Conference Board, and employment data from MESC. National components of the leading indicators in Table A-3. 
NOTES: Categories may not sum to total due to rounding. n.c. = not comparable, 
a. Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Michigan 
Industry Employment Change, Fourth Quarter - Fourth Quarter
(unadjusted for seasonal variations)
Industry
Goods-producing







Food & kindred products
Apparel
Paper & allied products
Printing & publishing





























































Auto dealers & serv. stations
Apparel & accessory stores
Home furn. & equip, stores
Eating & drinking places





























































West Michigan (3 MSAs) Statistics
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SOURCES: W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems Com 
pany, ad counts from the five major daily newspapers, and employment data from MESC. National components of the leading indicators in Table A-3. 
NOTES: Categories may not sum to total due to rounding. n.c. = not comparable, 
a. Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Industry Employment Change 
Fourth Quarter - Fourth Quarter















































































^Published data for Kalamazoo-Battle Creek MSA not available.
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BENTON HARBOR MSA
Total employment in the Benton Harbor MSA increased a 
solid 1.3 percent in the fourth quarter of 1994, with strong 
job growth reported across nearly all industries. The area's 
unemployment rate dipped to 4.8 percent during the quarter. 
Further but more moderate employment growth is expected 
during the next six months.
Contributing to the Benton Harbor area's overall employ 
ment gains in the fourth quarter of 1994 was the continuing 
employment growth in the goods-producing and private ser 
vice-producing sectors at 1.7 percent and 1.4 percent, 
respectively. Employment gains were reported in all of the 
area's major goods-producing sectors, led by a robust 2.1 
percent jump in construction. The area's fourth-quarter 
employment growth in manufacturing was impressive, given 
the major layoffs at Crown Cork and Seal and at Fletcher 
Paper's Watervliet plant that occurred in this period.
Employment growth is expected to remain positive dur 
ing the current and second quarter of 1995. Total employ 
ment is expected to grow by 0.5 percent during the current 
quarter and by 0.7 percent in the second quarter. The area's 
forecasted employment gain is expected to push area per 
sonal income up by 1.4 percent in the current quarter.
Employment growth in the area's goods-producing sec 
tor is forecasted to grow only 0.3 percent in the current 
quarter, however. On the downside, Zenith Data Systems 
announced that it will consolidate most of its engineering in 
suburban Chicago, moving 85 jobs from its St. Joseph facil 
ity. Its remaining local operations will concentrate on manu 







move decreases Zenith Data Systems' local workforce to 
about 720 from a peak of 1,800 in 1989.
The drop in the Benton Harbor area's unemployment rate 
from 5.7 percent to 4.8 percent in the fourth quarter is 
extremely beneficial to those individuals recently laid off. In 
addition, Fletcher Paper Company is actively assisting the 
150 laid-off workers from its Watervliet plant in finding 
employment or training.
The area's Index of Leading Indicators increased 4.5 per 
cent, supporting our forecast for further employment growth 
in the goods-producing sectors. Indeed, average weekly 
hours of production workers remained well above the 
national average workweek at 44.0, while initial claims for 
unemployment insurance fell 12.5 percent.
On the other hand, the area's Index of Help-Wanted 
Advertising fell 3.8 percent during the fourth quarter. This 
decline, however, may be more reflective of the need for 
employers to broaden the geographic range of their advertis 
ing efforts at the expense of the local media. The area's 
Index of Help-Wanted Advertising has fallen 15.2 percent 
over the past four quarters, while total employment has 
grown 3.5 percent.
Finally, despite the low unemployment rate, area eco 
nomic development organizations are working to bring new 
employers into the area. Berrien County officials put 
together a highly competitive, yet unsuccessful, package of 
financial incentives to attract North Star Steel, a steel mini- 
mill.















Leading Indicators Help-wanted Ads
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Total employment 69,930 69,050
Goods-producing 23,250 22,870
Construction & mining 1,970 1,930
Manufacturing 21,290 20,940
Durable goods 15,530 15,250
Nondurable goods 5,750 5,690
Private service-producing 37,620 37,100
Transportation & pub. utilities 2,970 2,880
Wholesale trade 2,250 2,260
Retail trade 12,630 12,460
Finance, ins. & real estate 2,630 2,580
Services 17,140 16,920
Government 9,050 9,080
Personal income3 3,125 3,041
Unemployment
Number unemployed 3,980 4,830
Unemployment rate 4.8 5.7
Local Indexes
Help- wanted ads 179 186
Leading indicators 139 133
Local components:
Average weekly hours 44.0 43.8
UI initial claims 161 184
New dwelling units0 486 511
Percent 1993 
change Fourth 














































Forecast 1995b Forecast 1995b
First Percent Second Percent 
quarter change quarter change
70,260 0.5 70,730 0.7
23,310 0.3 23,400 0.4
37,960 0.9 38,310 0.9
8,990 -0.7 9,020 0.3
3,168 1.4 3,220 1.6
SOURCES: W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems Com 
pany, ad count from Herald Palladium, and employment data from MESC. National components of the leading indicators in Table A-3. 
NOTES: Categories may not sum to total due to rounding. n.c. = not comparable, 
a. Millions of dollars.
b. Percent change from the preceding quarter, 
c. Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Industry Employment Change
Fourth Quarter - Fourth Quarter













































































Total employment in the Grand Rapids-Muskegon-Hol- 
land MSA increased 1.0 percent, with 4,680 new jobs cre 
ated during the fourth quarter of 1994. The area's 
unemployment rate dropped to 3.8 percent during the quar 
ter. More moderate employment gains are expected during 
the current and second quarters of 1995.
Employment in the area's goods-producing sector rose a 
strong 1.1 percent in the fourth quarter, despite a 0.8 percent 
decline in construction employment. Employment in dura 
ble and nondurable goods rose by 1.5 percent and 1.1 per 
cent, respectively. Much of the quarter's employment 
growth can be attributed to the strong auto industry, as 
attested by a nearly 15 percent employment gain in the 
area's plastics industry and a 7.2 percent rise in the area's 
metals industry.
The strong job growth in the Grand Rapids-Muskegon- 
Holland MSA was achieved in a very tight labor market. 
The area's unemployment rate fell to 3.8 percent in the 
fourth quarter, well below that of the state or nation. The 
area's tight labor market has impacted the local decisions of 
several major companies. Herman Miller and Donnelly Cor 
poration have already started construction on new plants in 
Ludington and Newaygo, where labor is relatively more 
available. Likewise, JSJ Plastics Group of Grand Haven will 
invest $1.6 million in a new production facility in Hart 
(Oceana County) that will employ up to 200 workers.
For Haworth, however, the tight labor market is a major 
contributing factor in the decision to look outside the imme 
diate area for the location of its new 250,000-square foot 
metal plant that will employ up to 400 workers.
Corresponding to these gains was the solid employment 
growth of 1.0 percent in the private service-producing sec 
tor. While wholesale and retail trade contributed 0.5 percent 
and 0.6 percent of the new net jobs, employment in services 
eclipsed almost all other expansions. To illustrate, employ 
ment in business services has increased by a robust 13.9 
percent throughout the past four quarters, adding over 3,000 
new jobs to the Grand Rapids-Muskegon-Holland MSA. At 
the same time, government employment grew at a modest 
level of 0.5 percent.
Local economic indexes support our forecast for further 
employment gains in the four-county area. The composite 
Index of Help-Wanted Advertising rose 6.3 percent in the 
fourth quarter, while the Index of Leading Indicators moved 
up 2.4 percent. During the current and second quarters of 
1995 we forecast total employment to increase 0.7 percent 
and 0.6 percent, respectively. Gains in the area's private sec 
tors are expected to offset foreseen declines in government 
employment and will suppport a 1.7 percent increase in area 
personal income in the current quarter and a further 1.8 per 
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Grand Rapids-Muskegon-Holland MSA 










Transportation & pub. utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade







































































































































Forecast 1995b Forecast 1995b
First Percent Second Percent
quarter change quarter change
489,110 0.7 492,010 0.6
164,180 0.9 164,600 0.3
273,050 0.9 275,170 0.8
51,880 -0.6 52,240 0.7
20,687 1.7 21,057 1.8
Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems Company,
ad count from Grand Rapids Press and Muskegon Chronicle, and employment data from MESC. National components of the leading indicators in Table A-3.
NOTES: Categories may not sum to total due to rounding. n.c
a. Millions of dollars.
= not comparable.
b. Percent change from the preceding quarter.
c. Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Industry Employment Change 
Fourth Quarter-Fourth Quarter 
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Total employment in the Grand Rapids area grew an esti 
mated 1.0 percent in the fourth quarter of 1994. Strong 
employment gains occurred in all sectors, supporting an 
estimated 3.1 percent rise in area personal income. Employ 
ment, outside of government, is expected to continue to grow 
in the coming months.
Employment in the Grand Rapids area's goods-produc 
ing sector rose an estimated 1.0 percent in the final quarter 
of 1994, due in part to a revived furniture industry. Steelcase 
reported a 7.0 percent increase in U.S. sales and has been 
filling about 500 production job slots left open by attrition 
within the last five months. Herman Miller and Haworth 
also recorded strong earnings growth in 1994. On the down 
side, the Knoll Group announced that it is laying off 146 
workers at its Kentwood plant.
Outside of the area's furniture industry, several layoffs 
have been reported. In January, H.H. Cutler, an apparel 
maker, closed its Sparta plant, leaving 139 employees out of 
work. In the robust but highly competitive auto industry, 
Donnelly found it necessary to cut between 25 and 75 jobs 
as part of a restructuring move to allow the company to be 
more customer- rather than product-focused.
Like the area's goods-producing sector, service-produc 
ing industries have also experienced solid employment 
growth during the fourth quarter, growing by 1.1 percent. 
However, 300 jobs are to be eliminated at Levy Music and 
Video as a result of its purchase by Handleman Company 
based in Troy.
Due, in part, to strong employment growth, the area 
unemployment rate fell to 3.5 percent in the quarter, with ini 
tial claims for unemployment insurance falling by 8 percent.
All of the area's economic indicators point to further 
employment growth in the coming months. The Index of 
Help-Wanted Advertising rose 6.1 percent in the quarter and 
the latest Employment Service Index was up in November. 
Finally, the February reading of the Purchasing Manage 
ment Index stood at 67.0, down from December but still 
well above the 50 percent mark that indicates a growing 
manufacturing sector.
This current quarter we expect area employment to grow 
by 0.7 percent as gains in the private sector counter fore 
casted declines in government. The expected job gains will 
support a 1.7 percent rise in personal income. Similar 


































































































NOTES: *Index = (percent survey reporting improvement) + 0.5 (percent survey reporting no change), n.c. - not comparable, 
a. Millions of dollars.
b. Percent change from preceding quarter, 




Employment increased an estimated 1.0 percent in 
Muskegon County during the fourth quarter of 1994, despite 
a small decrease in government employment. During the 
first quarter of 1995, job creation is forecasted to remain 
strong in both the goods- and service-producing sectors.
Employment in the Muskegon area's goods-producing 
sector rose a robust 1.6 percent in the fourth quarter, while 
employment in the area's service-producing sector grew a 
solid 1.0 percent. Accordingly, the unemployment rate for 
the area plunged from 7.4 percent to 5.7 percent as the num 
ber of unemployed fell by 23 percent to 4,430.
Employment growth in the area's goods-producing sec 
tor is expected to remain strong during the current quarter, 
despite several layoff notices. Fifty employees at Teledyne 
Vehicle Systems Tech Center in Norton Shores have been 
laid off. In addition, 70 temporary workers at Knoll Group 
Operations in Muskegon and Norton Shores have been dis 
missed. However, their job declines are recorded under the 
service-producing sectors as these workers were not on the 
Knoll Group's payroll.
Total employment in the area is forecasted to increase 1.1 
percent in the current first quarter of 1995 and another 0.6 
percent in the second quarter.
The area's economic indicators fully support our fore 
cast for further growth. The Index of Help-Wanted Adver 
tising increased 6.0 percent, and the number of initial 
claims for unemployment insurance fell 9.8 percent. 
Finally, the area's Employment Service Index fell from 
71.6 in October to 61.1 in November; however, the Index 
is still above 50, which indicates growing demand in the 
labor market.
Muskegon County has made tremendous progress in 
redeveloping much of its waterfront from industrial to 
office, commercial, and recreational uses. The effort recog 
nizes that unlike twenty years ago, the "highest and best 
use" for the lakeshore property is no longer industrial. 
Unfortunately, the transition has not been easy. Recent 
negotiations between city officials, economic developers, 
and company officials of West Michigan Steel Foundry, 
which employs 200 workers, have been unsuccessful so 
far in reaching agreement on a plan for moving the 
foundry to the Port City Industrial Park. The lack of agree 
ment forced Cole's Quality Foods to withdraw its multi- 
million dollar proposed expansion plan that would have 
































































































NOTES: *Index = (percent survey reporting improvement) + 0.5 (percent survey reporting no change), n.c. = not comparable, 
a. Millions of dollars.
b. Percent change from preceding quarter, 
c. Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
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KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK MSA
Total employment in the Kalamazoo-Battle Creek MSA 
rose 1.0 percent in the fourth quarter of 1994, as positive 
gains were reported in both private and public sectors. 
Accordingly, the area's unemployment rate fell to 4.2 percent, 
and the number of unemployed decreased by 2,080. Positive 
local economic indexes support our forecast of continued 
employment growth in the first and second quarters of 1995.
Contributing to the strong fourth-quarter employment 
growth in the Kalamazoo-Battle Creek MSA were solid 
gains in goods-producing employment. Employment in the 
three-county manufacturing sector rose 1.0 percent in the 
fourth quarter. During the fourth quarter, employment in 
construction and mining rose 1.8 percent. Construction 
employment soared by 6.6 percent in the last four quarters, 
in part due to an extremely strong 136.7 percent takeoff in 
new dwelling units put under contract. Over the past year, 
substantial job gains have been reported across all major 
manufacturing sectors except chemicals.
In spite of the growing economy, companies are still 
looking for ways to cut costs, improve productivity, and 
maintain quality. The Kellogg Company announced that it is 
reducing its worldwide workforce by 2.0 percent as part of a 
new restructuring plan designed to improve productivity and 
streamline cereal production operations. Kellogg will cut 
300 to 350 positions this year through a voluntary program 
that includes severance pay and early retirement incentives. 
About one-third of the cutbacks will involve salaried posi 






from hourly and salaried positions outside of the U.S. How 
ever, no hourly Battle Creek jobs will be eliminated.
Like the Kellogg Company, James River Corporation is 
also seeking to streamline its operations. In 1995, James 
River will redesign its folding carton production around 
more efficient printing technology, resulting in the elimina 
tion of 145 jobs. In addition, up to 120 workers at bleacher 
seat maker Interkal could be out of work by mid-March as 
part of business restructuring and belt-tightening efforts by 
the company. Finally, Grand Trunk could also cut 600 
employees nationwide, including nearly 120 of Battle 
Creek's heavy locomotive repair operations workers, if CN 
North America's restructuring plan is approved by the fed 
eral Interstate Commerce Commission.
Despite these job losses, employment is forecasted to 
grow during the six months of 1995. In the first quarter of 
1995, total employment is expected to increase by 0.6 per 
cent and by another 0.4 percent in the second quarter. 
Employment gains in the goods- and service-producing sec 
tors are expected to more than offset a forecasted 0.9 per 
cent decline in government employment.
The area's economic indicators add further support to the 
above forecast. The composite Index of Help-Wanted 
Advertising rose a strong 9.6 percent, while the Index of 
Leading Indicators was up 4.8 percent. All of the local com 
ponents of the Index of Leading Indicators were up—even 
the number of new dwelling units put under construction, 
despite rising interest rates.









Fourth to Fourth Leading Indicator Help-wanted Ads
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Kalamazoo-Battle Creek MSA 










Transportation & pub. utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
























































































































































pany, ad count from Kalamazoo Gazette and Battle Creek Enquirer, and employment data from MESC. National components of the leading indicators in Table
A-3.
NOTES: Categories may not sum to total due to rounding. n.c.
a. Millions of dollars.
= not comparable.
b. Percent change from preceding quarter.
c. Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Industry Employment Change 
Fourth Quarter-Fourth Quarter 







Food & kindred products
Paper & allied products
Printing & publishing
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Employment in Kalamazoo County rose an estimated J.I 
percent in the fourth quarter. Employment gains in the area's 
private sectors more than erased a small decline in govern 
ment employment. Coinciding with these increases was a 
significant drop in the area's unemployment rate to 3.3 per 
cent. Further employment gains are expected in the coming 
months, although the area's tight labor market is making it 
more and more difficult for firms to hire qualified workers.
Goods-producing employment for the county increased 
1.3 percent during the fourth quarter of 1994. However, the 
area has been hit by two previously mentioned major layoff 
announcements at the James River Corporation and at 
Interkal.
Upjohn Company earnings from continuing operations 
fell 15.0 percent to $489 million, compared with $575 mil 
lion in 1993. Net earnings, which included the sale of 
Asgrow Seed Company and the effect of accounting 
changes during the year, totaled $491 million for 1994, a 25 
percent increase compared with 1993's $392 million.
Service-producing employment grew an estimated 1.4 
percent during the fourth quarter and government employ 
ment declined a slight 0.1 percent. Recently the state's
Kalamazoo Regional Psychiatric Hospital laid off 46 work 
ers, a 7.0 percent reduction in its 682-employee staff.
Total employment is still forecasted to increase 0.9 per 
cent in the current first quarter and by a lesser 0.4 percent in 
the second quarter. The expected slowdown in the second 
quarter can be attributed to a 0.4 percent decline in the 
area's goods-producing sector due in large part to the 
announced layoffs at James River and Interkal.
Local area indicators remain positive, with the Index of 
Help-Wanted Advertising up 8.9 percent, new claims for 
unemployment insurance down 4.1 percent, and both the 
area's Employment Service Index and its Purchasing Man 
agement Index remaining above the 50 mark. In both of the 
latter indexes, any reading over 50 suggests a growing econ 
omy. The largest constraint to further employment growth 
remains a shortage of workers, as the area's unemployment 
rate plunged to 3.3 percent.
Finally, preliminary plans for the Arboretum project— 
the largest-ever planned residential development which 
could bring over 1,000 dwelling units on the market— 
received unanimous approval by the Kalamazoo City Com 
mission. Construction could begin next year and take a full 















Help- wanted ads 183
UI claims 258


























































NOTES: *Index = (percent survey reporting improvement) + 0.5 (percent survey reporting no change), n.c. = not comparable, 
a. Millions of dollars.
b. Percent change from preceding quarter, 




Employment in Battle Creek grew by an estimated 0.4 
percent in the fourth quarter of 1994. The quarter's modest 
employment growth contributed to the area's unemployment 
rate dropping to 4.8 percent. Total employment is forecasted 
to remain unchanged during the current quarter, but then to 
increase by 0.5 percent in the second quarter of 1995.
Employment in the Battle Creek area goods-producing 
sector rose an estimated 1.3 percent in the final quarter of 
1994, while employment in the area's larger private service- 
producing sector grew an estimated 0.9 percent. The strong 
employment growth in the area's private sectors supported 
an estimated 2.2 percent rise in personal income. However, 
employment in the government sector is estimated to have 
fallen 2.3 percent in the fourth quarter, canceling out much 
of its estimated 2.5 percent third-quarter increase.
Employment in the transportation sector is threatened, 
however, by CN North America's request to the federal 
Interstate Commerce Commission to cut 119 positions from 
its Battle Creek locomotive maintenance shops.
All of the local economic indicators are positive. The 
area's Index of Help-Wanted Advertising increased 6.5 per 
cent in the fourth quarter, supporting our forecast for a 0.6
percent employment gain in the service-producing sector 
during the current quarter. The number of new claims for 
unemployment insurance fell 10.2 percent in the fourth 
quarter, and the number of new dwelling units put under 
contract rose a sharp 31.1 percent, despite higher interest 
rates.
Nevertheless, we are forecasting slight decreases in 
employment in both goods-producing and government sec 
tors and no change in the area's total employment during the 
current quarter. Employment is forecasted to regain its 
momentum in the second quarter.
All of the fifteen federal agencies housed at the Battle 
Creek Federal Center, employing 1,800 workers, dodged the 
Pentagon's latest base-closing list. In fact, nearly 100 work 
ers could be added at the facility. A strong community effort 
pulled the Center's two largest agencies, which employ over 
900 workers, off a similar hit list two years ago.
Finally, the Kellogg Company announced plans for a $15 
million cereal museum that would employ twenty workers. 













































































































NOTES: *Index = (percent survey reporting improvement) + 0.5 (percent survey reporting no change), n.c. = not comparable.
a. Millions of dollars.
b. Percent change from preced ng quarter.




Index of Help-Wanted Advertising (1991=100)
















































































































SOURCES: West Michigan indexes based on ad counts from the Battle Creek Enquirer, Herald Palladium, Grand Rapids Press, Kalamazoo Gazette, and 
Muskegon Chronicle', United States and Detroit indexes derived from (1967=100) series of The Conference Board.
Table A-2
Selected Labor Market Indicators 
(not adjusted for seasonal variations)



























































WiMf" Civilian labor force ^JillC 





























SOURCES: U.S. Department of Labor and the Michigan Employment Security Commission (most recent benchmark).
a. Preliminary. Earnings include overtime and part-time wages.
b. Seasonally adjusted rate for U.S. was 5.7 percent in October 1994 and 5.4 percent in December 1994. Seasonally adjusted rate for Michigan was 5.0 percent
in October 1994 and 4.5 percent in December 1994.
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Table A-3 
Components of the Index of Leading Indicators
Annual averages (Selected years) By quarter (Adjusted for seasonal variations)






Benton Harbor 121 110 111 100 112 119 120 126 131 133 139
Grand Rapids-Muskegon-Holland 112 112 108 100 106 114 117 122 123 126 129
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek 110 109 107 100 106 110 112 117 122 124 130
























1. Average Weekly Hours of Production Workers
























































































2. Initial Claims for Unemployment Insurance (Average per week)

























































































- Put Under Contract











































































4. National Purchasing Management Association Survey (Selected components indexed)8
Annual averages (Selected years)
Component
New orders 
Change in inventories 
Vendor performance 



























































SOURCES: Average weekly hours and initial claims based on information from Michigan Employment Security Commission; number of housing units put 
under contract, F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems Company; survey data from the National Association of Purchasing Management. 
Seasonal adjustments by the Institute.
a. Survey results shown here are based on percent reporting conditions favorable to economic growth minus percent reporting conditions unfavorable to eco 
nomic growth plus 100.
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Table A-4
Employment Data for West Michigan MSAs and Michigan 
(Thousands of jobs - by place of work)
Total Employment3




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SOURCE: Employment levels from 1983 to 1992 are from the Michigan Employment Security Commission. Employment levels for 1993 to present are cal 
culated by the W. E. Upjohn Institute. Seasonal adjustments by the Institute.
NOTES: Annual employment statistics are adjusted to reflect MESC's final average annual employment figures. Quarterly estimates are subject to change due 
to the addition of current quarter employment estimates, 
a. Components may not add to totals because of rounding. 
b. Manufacturing and construction and mining, 
c. Transportation and public utilities; wholesale trade; retail trade; finance, insurance, and real estate; and services.
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Table A-5
Personal Income and Earnings by Industry 
($000 current dollars)
Area









Battle Creek Area 
(Calhoun County)
Income distribution



















































































































































































































































































































SOURCES: Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1989 to 1992; W. E. 
a. Per capita income is in actual dollars.




Consumer Price Index (CPI), U.S. City Average (1982-84=100)
Year
Annual
Avg. Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.














































































































































































































































































SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.
NOTES: Monthly data are shown above unadjusted for seasonal variations. Unadjusted CPI data are used extensively for escalation purposes. Although the
CPI is often called the "Cost-of-Living Index," it measures only price change, which is just one of several important factors affecting living costs. All CPI series
are linked historically to the original CPI Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers.
These series contain no revision but are reprinted for the convenience of the user.
PERCENT CHANGE: Movements of these indexes from one time period to another are usually expressed as percent changes rather than changes in index
points. Index point changes are affected by the level of the index in relation to its base period while percent changes are not. Examples of computation follow:
100 x( 108.6 (1986 annual avg.) - 106.9 (1985 annual avg.)) = 1.6% change 1985 to 1986. CPI-W. 
106.9 (1985 annual avg.)
100 x (109.3 (1986 December) - 108.6 (1985 December)) = 0.6% change December 1985 to December 1986, CPI-W. 
108.6 (1985 December)




Sales of Existing Homes
Number of sales 
Fourth quarter
Area 1994
Battle Creek Area 413
Berrien County Area 677

















































SOURCES: Michigan Association of Realtors and the Muskegon Board of Realtors.
Table A-8




























































































































SOURCES: State of Michigan Department of Management and Budget and U.S. Bureau of the Census.
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Data Sources for Business Outlook
NATIONAL ECONOMY 
Output
Gross Domestic Product—Survey of Current Business
Cyclical Economic Indicators—National Association of 
Purchasing Management News Release, and U.S. 
Department of Commerce News
Change in Nonfarm Business Inventories and Percent 
Change in the Ratio of Inventories to Final Sales of Goods 
and Structures—Survey of Current Business
Labor
Nonfarm Employment and Change in Average Weekly 
Hours—Employment and Earnings
Productivity and Unit Labor Costs—Monthly Labor Review
Unemployment Rates and Initial Claims—Economic 
Indicators
Inflation and Interest Rates
Price Indexes—National Association of Purchasing 
Management News Release, CPI Detailed Report, and PPI 
Detailed Report
Short-Term Capital Rates—Federal Reserve Bulletin and 
Economic Indicators
Long-Term Capital Rates—Federal Reserve Bulletin and 
Economic Indicators
Yield Curves—The Wall Street Journal
Consumer Spending
Growth in Consumer Spending—Survey of Current 
Business
Consumer Debt—Economic Indicators
Motor Vehicle Sales—U.S. Department of Commerce
Investment
New Residential, Commercial, and Industrial 
Construction—Economic Indicators
Plant and Equipment Expenditures—Survey of Current 
Business
Nonresidential Investment Composition—Survey of Current 
Business
International Trade
U.S. Trade in Goods and Services—Survey of Current 
Business
International Industrial Production—Economic Indicators 
Trade-Weighted Dollar—Federal Reserve Bulletin
MICHIGAN ECONOMY
Percent Change in Total Employment—Employment and 
Earnings
Manufacturing Employment and Earnings—Employment 
and Earnings
Unemployment Rates Relative to the Nation—Employment 
and Earnings
Michigan Motor Vehicle Production—Michigan Economic 
Indicators
Percentage Change in Retail Sales—Monthly Retail Trade
WEST MICHIGAN ECONOMY
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